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In [A. G. Ramm. Inuerse Problems 3 (1987), L77-L82] a method to prove uni- 
queness theorems is given. The method uses an estimate ofthe solution toa partial 
differential equation with L”(D) coefficients. Here the estimate isestablished for
L*(D) coefficients a d the resulting uniqueness theorems are formulated. i 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
Consider the inverse problem 1 (IPl): given the scattering amplitude 
A(@, 8, k) for all 8’, 0E S* (the unit sphere in R3) and a fixed k> 0, find 
the underlying potential q(x) EL2(D). Here D c R3 is a bounded domain, 
q(x) = q(x), the bar stands for complex conjugate, q vanishes outside D, 
A(@, &k)= -(4x)-‘ jdxq(x)exp(-ik@.x)$(fl,k,x), j=j 
R3’ 
(1) 
and $ is the solution tothe scattering problem: 
[V’ + k’ - q(x)] II/ = 0 in R3, II/ = exp( iktl . x) + II, 
(2) 
u=A(0’, 8, k)r-‘exp(ikr)+o(rP’) as r= Ix + co, W=C’x. 
(3) 
It is proved in [l] (see also [6, 73) that IPl has at most one solution if
q E L”(D). The assumption q E L”(D) was used only in one step of the 
proof: in Proposition 1. This proposition says, that if q E L”(D) then, for 
any k 3 0, there is a solution toEq. (2) of the form 
where 
$=exp(iz.x)[l + R(x,z)], zcC3, z.z=k’, (4) 
IIR(x> z)ll Lqo,, 6 cl=1 “2 as Izl -+w, z.z=k2, Imz#O, (5) 
uniformly inD, running through any bounded domain in R3. By c we 
denote various positive constants. 
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The proof of this proposition in [ 1] (see Lemma 2 in [ 1 ] ) depends on 
an estimate of the solution to the quation 
Lu:=(V*+2bV)u=f in R3, ZEC~, z .z=k’>O, Imz#O, (6) 
where fe L’(D), f vanishes outside D and the solution u is given by 
formula (15) below. This estimate is 
Ilull,2,,,,b4=l -I!* llfllL’,D,~ c=c(D,), IzI -+ cc, Imz#O, z.;=k*. (7) 
Here and below D, is an arbitrary bounded omain in R3. Substitute (4) in 
Eq. (2) to get 
By (7) one has 
V2R+2iz.VR-qR=q. (8) 
IIRII L’(o) 6 ~4~)WlI~qn) + IlqRIl.+,,h E(Z) = I,?[ -I’=. (9) 
If qEL”(D) then (*) IIqRIIL~~p,< 11qIIL7cn,IIRIl,~0, and (9) implies that 
IIRII LZ(D) d CIZ -1/Z Il4llLqD)r and this leads to Proposition 1 i [l]. If 
q$ L”(D), q E L*(D), then (*) does not apply. Our aim is to show that he 
conclusion of Proposition 1 i [ 1 ] holds if q E L*(D). If this is shown then 
the rest of the argument in[l] remains valid without changes and leads to 
the following results in which the notations IP2, IP3, and IP4 are defined 
below: 
THEOREM 1. Zf qE L’(D) then IPl has at most one solution. 
THEOREM 2. Zf v E L*(D) then IP2 has at most one solution. 
THEOREM 3. Zf a, E L’(D) and a,EH’(D) then IP3 has at most one 
solution. 
THEOREM 4. Zf a E H’(D) then IP4 has at most one solution. 
Here H*(D) is the Sobolev space W2,2(D). The problem IP2 consists in 
finding v(x) from the data u(x, y, k), Vu, YE P := {x:x3 =O}, k >O is fixed, 
where 
[V2+k2+k2v(x)]u= -6(.x-y) in R3, (10) 
v(x) =U(X)E L’(D), D c R? := {x:x3 CO}, D is a bounded omain, v
vanishes outside D. The problem IP3 consists in finding u,(x), j=1, 2, 
from the data u(x, y, k) Vx, y E P, k = k,, j= 1, 2,0 <k, <k,, where 
1 +a,(x)>O, a,=a,, 
V2u+k2u+k2a,(x)u+V~(a2(x)Vu)= -6(x-y) in R3, (11) 
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U,(X) vanishes outside D. The problem IP4 consists in finding G(X) from the 
data {f, gh ) where f runs through Ci(r). Here D c R3 is a bounded 
domain with asmooth boundary r, a(x) >, C > 0, 
v . ([T(x) Vu) = 0 in D, u=f, u,=h on r, (12) 
where u,,, isthe normal derivative of u on K Theorems 3,4 are proved in 
[2, 3,6] under the assumptions a, EL”(D), a2E W’.x(D), GE W’,,=(D), 
where Wp,‘(D) is the Sobolev space. The problem IP4 attracted much 
attention recently. In [4] Theorem 4 is proved under the assumption 
cJEC’(D). 
Let us outline the proof of the stimate (5’) (see this estimate below for- 
mula (26)) under the assumption q E L’(D). For our purposes the stimate 
IlRll L~lo,~ + 0as /=I + x’, would be sufftcient. 
The idea of the proof of (5’) under the assumption q E L’(D) is to use the 
estimate 
l/@U,~,,,d /l~ll~~~,,IIRII~~,~~ (13) 
and the argument similar to the one given below formula (8) with lIRI1 LL,DI 
on the left of (9). Therefore it suffices to obtain the stimate 
II4 L~,n~4cllfll.~~,,l=I -I” WI  1~1 + m, z.z=k’ (14) 
for the solution to (6). This olution is 
u(x)= - ~(A)(~v2+2z.l~)~~’ exp(il.?c)&, 
s (15) 
where fis the Fourier t ansform ff: 
As in [l], let z=a+ib, a,bER3, a=e,r, b=e,t, ~=(t’+k’)“‘, 
t = Ibl > 0, ItI =a, where {e,}, 1 <j < 3, is an orthonormal b sis of R3. The 
function l-2 +2; ‘3. = 22’1, t + AT + (I.? + z)’ +,?: - r’ vanishes iff 
j,EC:= (E.:A,=O and (1W2+r)2+~~-r1=O).. (16) 
Let T, be the torus which is obtained bymoving asquare with side 2S so 
that it remains centered at the points ofC and oriented perpendicular to 
the (A2, A3) plane. One has 
ldx)l d I4 + IN? 
where 
u:= ,f(3.)(~“2+2~.=)~‘exp(i~..u I 7-9 
IdA, 
. x) di. 
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In [l] and [6, p. 2253 the stimate 
is obtained. Letus obtain the stimate 
IzI +co, z.z=k*. (18) 
From (17) and (18) estimate (14) follows ifone takes, e.g., 6 =t -“* In t. 
Note that O-CC, d IzI 2-i dcz, where cl, j= 1, 2, are constants. One has 
/wq* 6c 
d/l 
R1 r~ ll12+2A.z~2 Ilfllt2,D)‘=CJllflltZ~D)’ c:=(2n)-3 (19) 
1 
q-arctg(d/l,)+arctg(t/l,)-arctg(6/2i,) 1 
+arctg(aC’)-arctg(W’/2a) <ct-I. 1 
Inequality (21) follows from the estimate 
n 7-c a -- 
2 
a<arctg(a-‘)<Z-2, a+ +O. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Indeed, (22) implies that he expression n brackets in (21) is not more 
4091136'2-16 
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than /2 - (n/2-a/St-‘) + x/2 -42 - (n/2-2a/W’) G c((3&’ - l/2), SO 
that (21) holds. We have 
(23) 
Estimate (23) follows from the inequality 
d c ln(2t/6), a=const>O, t+ +co. (24) 
In our case a= T2/4t2 + l/4 as t + + co. To obtain (24), note that (22) 
implies the inequality: n/2 -arctg /I </V’ as B --+ cc. Thus 
~~‘[4-arctg(,-~)]~~-‘.(~-~)~‘~~.~-* as x+ +cc 
<X -‘7c as x+ +O. 
(25) 
Therefore (24) and (23) hold. Combining estimates (19)-(25) one 
obtains 
LEMMA 1. Estimate (18) holds. 
From (17) and (18) one gets 
LEMMA 2. Estimate (14) holds. 
From Lemmas 1, 2, and the argument in[ 1 ] the following result follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let q E L*(D), D c R’ is a bounded omain, q vanishes 
outside D.Then, for any fixed kB 0, the equation 
[V2+k2-q(x)]u=O in R’ (26) 
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has a solution (4) for which 
llR(x, z)ll LzcD,, G clzl -‘I2 n14, as IzI + co, z.z=k2, Imz#O. (5’) 
In conclusion letus prove the following 
THEOREM 5. Let D c R’ be a bounded omain with a smooth boundary, 
f, 
I,u := [V2+k2-q(x)]u=O in D, u=f, u,=h on r, (27) 
where uN is the normal derivative of u in I-. Supposethat q E L’(D), k2 > 0 is 
fixed, and the Dirichlet operator I,in L’(D) does not have zero eigenvalue. 
Then the set (f h }, where f runs through C’(I), determines q(x) uniquely. 
Proof Take [ E C3, [. { = k2. Equation (27) and Green’s formula imply: 
1 quexp(i[.x)d.x=j (V2+k2)Uexp(i[.x)d.u 
D D 
= hexp(i[.s)-/&exp(ic.s) ds. 1 (28) 
Using Proposition 1 choose u of the form (4) (5) and take zE C3 such that 
14 + a, z.z=[.[=k2, =+c=p, (29) 
where pE R3 is an arbitrary fixed vector. This is possible as shown in [ 11. 
The right side in (28) is known by the assumption. Thelimit (under 
conditions (29)) of the left side of (28) is l q(x) exp(ip .x) d.x := q(p), the 
Fourier t ansform f q(x). Therefore thdata {f, h}, ‘Jfe C’(T), determine 
q(p) uniquely, andq(x) is uniquely determined. Theorem 5is proved. 
A number of related results arein [S-12]. 
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